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Abstract

We report post-irradiation photochemistry studies of condensed ammonia using photons of energies below condensed ammonia’s ionization threshold of \( \sim 9 \) eV. Hydrazine (\( \text{N}_2\text{H}_4 \)), diazene (also known as diimide and diimine) (\( \text{N}_2\text{H}_2 \)), triazane (\( \text{N}_3\text{H}_5 \)), and one or more isomers of \( \text{N}_3\text{H}_3 \) are detected as photochemistry products during temperature-programmed desorption. Product yields increase monotonically with (1) photon fluence and (2) film thickness. In the studies reported herein, the energies of photons responsible for product formation are constrained to less than 7.4 eV. Previous post-irradiation photochemistry studies of condensed ammonia employed photons sufficiently energetic to ionize condensed ammonia and initiate radiation chemistry. Such studies typically involve ion-molecule reactions and electron-induced reactions in addition to photochemistry. Although photochemistry is cited as a dominant mechanism for the synthesis of prebiotic molecules in interstellar ices, to the best of our knowledge, ours is one of the first astrochemically-relevant studies that has found unambiguous evidence for condensed-phase chemical synthesis induced by photons in the absence of ionization.
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Introduction

Photochemistry is the study of the chemical processing of materials by UV and visible photons which cause excitation but lack sufficient energy to cause ionization.\textsuperscript{1} Visible, near-UV, and far-UV photons, collectively spanning the 1.8 – 6.2 eV energy range, initiate only photochemistry in a typical molecule. A molecule excited by such low-energy photons may undergo (1) photolysis (bond cleavage), producing radicals; (2) photoisomerization followed by dissociation, engendering stable molecules; (3) H-abstraction, resulting in the excited molecule abstracting a hydrogen atom from a nearby molecule; or (4) photosensitization, giving rise to energy or electron transfer between the excited molecule and another species.\textsuperscript{2}

None of the above photochemical processes yield secondary electrons, which play a central mediating role in radiation chemistry. Unlike photochemistry, radiation chemistry concerns the chemical processing of materials by radiation of sufficiently high energy to cause ionization.\textsuperscript{3} Phenomena unique to radiation chemistry include (1) cascades of non-thermal, low-energy (\(\leq 20\) eV) electrons; (2) non-uniform distributions of reaction intermediates; and (3) non-selective chemistry due to the plethora of excited states, ions, and radicals produced by ionizing radiation.

Due in part to these phenomena, radiation chemistry differs from photochemistry and may not follow photochemical laws such as the Bunsen-Roscoe law, according to which the reaction yield is directly proportional to total irradiation dose, irrespective of the time required to deliver that dose.\textsuperscript{4} In contrast, the dose-rate effect in radiation chemistry is often associated with high linear energy transfer radiation such as heavy ions which are found in galactic cosmic rays.
Differentiating pure photochemistry from radiation chemistry requires careful consideration of ionization threshold energies, especially in studies of condensed-phase material. The threshold for producing secondary electrons is lower in the condensed phase than in the gas phase for a given molecule; for example, the photoelectric emission threshold for amorphous water ice (the main constituent of cosmic ices) is ~ 10.2 eV, which is lower than water’s gas-phase ionization energy of 12.6 eV.\textsuperscript{5-6} This reduction in ionization threshold energy from gas phase to condensed phase is a general phenomenon and has been ascribed to dielectric screening of the hole produced by ionizing radiation in condensed matter.\textsuperscript{7} For ammonia, this relaxation shift reduces the ionization energy from 10.2 eV in the gas phase to ~ 9 eV in the condensed phase.\textsuperscript{8-9}

Most previous “photochemistry” studies of condensed ammonia utilized photons of sufficiently high energies to cause ionization in the condensed phase and, therefore, initiate radiation chemistry. Ion-molecule (e.g., NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+}-NH\textsubscript{3}) reactions cannot be ruled out in such studies. Low-energy (< 10 eV) secondary electrons may also initiate chemical reactions in such “photochemistry” studies. These potential radiation chemistry contributions are especially significant for those studies utilizing hydrogen microwave-discharge lamps, which have a significant Lyman-\(\alpha\) (10.2 eV) photon contribution. Radiolysis is likely a contributing factor in previous results of both photon-stimulated desorption and post-irradiation temperature-programmed desorption experiments which indicate the photon-induced production of hydrazine or diazene (diimide) or both.\textsuperscript{10-13}

Only two prior studies of condensed ammonia have investigated photochemistry in the absence of radiation chemistry.\textsuperscript{14,15} Of all the possible photolysis/radiolysis products of ammonia (Chart 1), only atomic and molecular hydrogen, atomic and molecular nitrogen,
ammonia, ammonium cation, and the imine (imidogen) (NH) radical were reported as desorption products of 6.4 eV photon-irradiated pure ammonia ices.\textsuperscript{14, 15} Both studies utilized photon-stimulated desorption, which does not necessarily provide a complete understanding of condensed-phase photochemistry because inelastic collisions may inhibit desorption of photochemistry products. Moreover, mass spectrometer-based photon-stimulated desorption experiments may be inadequate to determine product identity because all species desorb at the same temperature, in contrast to post-irradiation temperature-programmed desorption experiments. The post-irradiation experiments described herein uniquely focus on pure photochemistry—i.e., only photons that cannot cause ionization are used.

![Chart 1](image)

**Chart 1.** Lewis structures of Possible Photolysis/Radiolysis Products of Ammonia.

Studies such as this that probe condensed-phase photochemistry involving non-ionizing radiation are important in the field of astrochemistry. The energetic processing of icy dust grains in dark, dense molecular clouds (a principal locale for the interstellar synthesis of complex organic molecules) involves both non-ionizing radiation and ionizing radiation.\textsuperscript{16} The
ice mantles of these dust grains are primarily comprised of condensed water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methanol, methane, and ammonia. With the possible exception of molecular nitrogen whose abundance in interstellar ices is not known, ammonia is the most abundant nitrogenous compound in such ices, with an abundance of 1–10% relative to that of water. Ammonia is thus a likely precursor to prebiotic molecules such as the amino acid glycine, which was recently detected in the coma surrounding comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko.

Radiation chemistry can be initiated in the interstellar medium by high-energy particulate constituents of cosmic rays or by high-energy photons such as vacuum-UV, extreme-UV, X-ray, and γ-ray photons. Interactions of energetic species (e.g., cosmic rays and Lyman-α photons) with interstellar ices also liberate cascades of low-energy (≤ 20 eV) secondary electrons which play a central role in the chemical processing of cosmic ices.

In dense molecular clouds, although external UV radiation is strongly extinguished, cosmic rays may penetrate and interact with gas-phase hydrogen molecules, generating internal photons with energies ranging from 6.2 eV to 13.6 eV. While higher-energy internal photons can initiate radiation chemistry, internal photons with energy less than ~ 10 eV exclusively induce photochemistry in interstellar ices. By using a UV source whose photon energy is less than 7.4 eV, we report, herein, cosmic ice analog processing via photochemistry in the absence of radiation chemistry.

Experimental

The ultrahigh vacuum chamber used for these experiments has been described in detail previously. The chamber is evacuated by a turbomolecular pump, a rotary vane mechanical pump, an ion pump, and a titanium sublimation pump to maintain pressures of ~ 1 × 10⁻⁹ Torr,
as monitored by a nude ion gauge. A Ta(110) single crystal is mounted on a precision sample
manipulator capable of x, y, and z translations, as well as polar rotation via a differentially-
pumped rotary feedthrough. For cleaning, the crystal is heated briefly via radiative heating and
electron bombardment to approximately 2200 K which exceeds the desorption temperatures of
oxygen and sulfur. The crystal is cooled to ~ 90 K with liquid nitrogen.

Gaseous deuterated ammonia (99 atom% D, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) is dosed
via a precision leak valve onto the cleaned and cooled crystal to form thin films of crystalline
ammonia ices. The number of monolayers (ML) deposited is quantified by the corresponding
pressure drop in the gas handling lines as measured by a capacitance manometer capable of
measuring pressure in torr to a precision of one part in 10,000. One monolayer is defined as the
maximum exposure of ammonia that does not yield a multilayer peak.

After deposition of ammonia, the crystal is turned to face a recently commercialized
laser-driven low-energy broadband photon source (Energetiq EQ-1500 LDLS™) which emits
photons of wavelengths 170 – 2400 nm with only small variations in spectral radiance with
photon energy, as characterized by the manufacturer. In the photon energy range 6.0 – 7.4 eV
relevant to our study of ammonia, the incident flux is $6 \pm 1 \times 10^{15}$ photons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, as measured
by a movable FGAP71 photodiode (Thorlabs) positioned at the sample location. The deep-UV
to near-IR output has a relatively flat spectrum with a brightness higher than that of traditional
lamps such as deuterium lamps and Xe arc lamps, especially in the deep UV. The incident
photon flux is stable, showing a temporal variation of less than 1%.

For post-irradiation temperature-programmed desorption experiments, following photon
irradiation, the crystal is turned to face a Hiden Ion Desorption Probe Series 500 quadrupole
mass spectrometer and heated radiatively with a nearly constant heating rate of \( \sim 7 \text{ K/s} \) to approximately 800 K, causing desorption of photolysis products.

**Results & Discussion**

We present novel data identifying hydrazine (N\(_2\)D\(_4\)), diazene (diimide) (N\(_2\)D\(_2\)), triazane (N\(_3\)D\(_3\)), and one or more isomers of N\(_3\)D\(_3\) as products of condensed ammonia irradiated with photons with energies less than 7.4 eV, below condensed ammonia’s ionization threshold of \( \sim 9 \text{ eV} \). In temperature-programmed desorption control (no photon irradiation) experiments involving thin films of deuterated ammonia (ND\(_3\)) grown on a Ta(110) crystal surface, a small peak appears in ion channels of \( m/z \ 32 \) (N\(_2\)D\(_2^+\)), \( m/z \ 36 \) (N\(_2\)D\(_4^+\)), \( m/z \ 48 \) (N\(_3\)D\(_3^+\)), and \( m/z \ 52 \) (N\(_3\)D\(_3^+\)) at approximately 115 K, the desorption temperature of ammonia (Figure 1); these peaks are attributed to ion-molecule gas-phase reactions of ND\(_3\) within the ionizer of the mass spectrometer.

![Figure 1](image_url)
Representative temperature-programmed desorption experiment performed in the absence of radiation, in which only unreacted ammonia is detected.

After irradiation with low-energy (0.5 – 7.4 eV) photons, several photolysis products are detected during temperature-programmed desorption (Figure 2). Hydrazine (N$_2$D$_4$) desorbs at approximately 155 K as shown by peaks in the m/z 32 (N$_2$D$_2^+$) and m/z 36 (N$_2$D$_4^+$) ion channels. The peak at approximately 185 K in the m/z 32 (N$_2$D$_2^+$) ion channel is attributed to diazene (diimide) (N$_2$D$_2$) desorption. Triazane (N$_3$D$_3$) desorption occurs at approximately 150 K, as shown by peaks in the m/z 52 (N$_3$D$_5^+$) and m/z 48 (N$_3$D$_3^+$) ion channels. The peaks at approximately 190 K, 230 K, and 260 K in the m/z 48 (N$_3$D$_3^+$) ion channel are attributed to the desorption of one or more isomers of N$_3$D$_3$. The multiple desorption temperatures for N$_3$D$_3$ are likely due to multiple adsorption sites or multiple isomers of N$_3$D$_3$ or both. Isomers of N$_3$D$_3$ include trans-triazene, cis-triazene, cyclotriazane, triimide, and isotriazene. Remarkably, low-energy (< 7.4 eV) photon irradiation of condensed ammonia leads to the formation of dimers (hydrazine and diazene (diimide)) and trimers (triazane), the beginning of oligomerization.

Figure 2
Following irradiation of condensed ND₃ with < 7.4 eV photons with a fluence of 3 × 10¹⁹ photons cm⁻², hydrazine (m/z 36, 32), diazene (diimide) (m/z 32), triazane (m/z 52, 48), and one or more isomers of N₃D₃ (m/z 48) are detected during temperature-programmed desorption experiments.

Various post-irradiation studies utilizing high-energy (~ 550 MeV) heavy ions (⁶⁴Ni²⁺ and ⁷⁰Zn²⁶⁺), high-energy (150 eV) photons, or high-energy (0.5 – 5 keV) electrons have identified hydrazine,¹³, ²³-²⁴ diazene (diimide),¹³, ²³-²⁶ triazane,²⁵ and one or more isomers of N₃H₅²⁵,²⁷ as radiation chemistry products of pure condensed ammonia. By using photoionization-driven reflectron time-of-flight mass spectroscopy during temperature-programmed desorption experiments, the N₃H₅ ammonia radiolysis products were identified as triazene (H₂NNNH) and possibly triimide (HNHNNH).²⁷ Because radiolysis and photolysis products of ammonia appear to be the same, electron/photon-induced electronic excitation (rather than ionization or dissociative electron attachment) likely play a central role in the energetic processing of cosmic ices. Experiments are currently underway in our laboratory to compare yields and branching ratios to identify astrochemically-relevant differences between radiation chemistry and photochemistry of condensed ammonia.

To confirm that photochemistry is the only process involved in product formation, the possible ejection of electrons from the metal crystal surface via the photoelectric effect was investigated. The mean free path (λ) of a 7-eV photon is calculated to be 0.2 μm:

\[ \lambda = \frac{1}{n\sigma} \]  

In Equation (1), \( n \) is the number of molecules per cm³ and \( \sigma \) is the photon absorption cross section which is 2 × 10⁻¹⁸ cm² for condensed ammonia.²⁸

The film thickness of a 300 ML thin film is estimated to be approximately 0.1 μm, suggesting that photons could indeed penetrate the film and interact with the crystal metal surface below. Because the maximum photon energy used in these experiments is 7.4 eV and
the photoelectric threshold of Ta(110) is 4.5 eV, the photoejected electron’s maximum kinetic energy is:

\[ K_{\text{max}} = h\nu - \phi = 7.4 \text{ eV} - 4.5 \text{ eV} = 2.9 \text{ eV} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Previous studies of dissociative electron attachment processes in condensed ammonia show dissociative electron attachment resonances at ~ 10 eV and ~ 6 eV, well above the maximum kinetic energy of the photo-ejected electrons calculated in Equation (2).\(^\text{29}\) In addition, electron-induced electronic excitation leading to the dissociation of ammonia is not feasible at incident electron energies below 4 eV (see below). Thus, we conclude that in the experiments described herein, only photons are responsible for the formation of dimers and trimers from condensed ammonia.

Only photons with energies 6.0 – 7.4 eV are likely effective in the formation of the detected ammonia photolysis products because the absorption spectrum\(^\text{28, 30}\) of condensed ammonia displays a lower limit of 6.0 eV and the photon source used in our experiments has an upper limit of 7.4 eV. Moreover, it is unlikely that two-photon absorbance plays a role in these experiments because of the relatively low flux (~ 6 \times 10^{15} \text{ photons cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}) of our UV lamp as compared to the laser sources such as ArF excimer lasers (~ 10^{24} \text{ photons cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}) typically used to induce two-photon absorption.\(^\text{31}\)

Irradiation of condensed ammonia with < 7.4 eV photons likely produces both amidogen (NH\(_2\)) and imine (imidogen) (NH) radicals. The production of ground-state amidogen (NH\(_2\)) radicals (Equation 3) has a threshold of 4.6 eV for the gas-phase spin-allowed photon-induced excitation process.\(^\text{32}\)
\[ \text{NH}_3 + h\nu \rightarrow \text{NH}_2 (\tilde{X}^2 \text{B}_1) + \text{H} \]  

(3)

The photon-induced gas-phase formation of the NH radical ground \(X^3\Sigma^-\) state from ammonia (Equation 4) has a threshold energy of 4.1 eV but is nominally spin-forbidden.\(^{24}\)

\[ \text{NH}_3 + h\nu \rightarrow \text{NH} (X^3\Sigma^-) + \text{H}_2 \]  

(4)

While photon-induced singlet-to-triplet transitions are nominally forbidden in the gas phase, these spin-forbidden photon-induced transitions may be allowed in the condensed phase.\(^{33}\) Even though the threshold energies to produce such radicals are consistently blue-shifted by ~1.2 eV in the condensed phase as compared to the gas phase,\(^{15,30}\) the formation of ground-state NH\(_2\) and NH radicals via electronic excitation of NH\(_3\) must occur because the UV source has a near-constant flux at photon energies below 7.4 eV. The formation of excited amidogen (NH\(_2\)) and excited imine (NH) radicals is also possible given the gas-phase threshold energies of 5.9 and 5.7 eV for the photon-induced decomposition of ammonia to form NH\(_2\) (\(\tilde{A}^2 \text{A}_1\)) and NH (\(\alpha^1\Delta\)), respectively. Because the activation energy for radical diffusion is relatively low (~50% of desorption energy), facile diffusion of even relatively large radicals is possible at temperatures as low as 30 K.\(^{34}\) Diffusion of amidogen (NH\(_2\)) and imidogen (NH) radicals in the irradiated ammonia ices is likely given the relatively high ice temperatures (~90 K) used in this study. Thus, the products detected during our temperature-programmed desorption experiments are likely formed during irradiation and not during the subsequent thermal processing. Therefore, we attribute the formation of hydrazine and diazene (diimide) to the barrier-less self-reaction of ground or excited state amidogen (NH\(_2\)) radicals (Equation 5) and imine (imidogen) (NH) radicals (Equation 6), respectively.
\begin{align*}
\text{NH}_2 + \text{NH}_2 & \rightarrow \text{N}_2\text{H}_4 \quad (5) \\
\text{NH} + \text{NH} & \rightarrow \text{N}_2\text{H}_2 \quad (6)
\end{align*}

Based on a radiolysis study of isotopically labeled condensed ammonia, the formation of \( \text{N}_3\text{H}_3 \) was attributed to reactions between diazene (diimide) (\( \text{N}_2\text{H}_2 \)) and amidogen (\( \text{NH}_2 \)) or imine (imidogen) (\( \text{NH} \)) or both.\(^{27}\)

Product yields increase monotonically when (1) the photon fluence is increased from \( 2 \times 10^{18} \) photons cm\(^{-2} \) to \( 3 \times 10^{19} \) photons cm\(^{-2} \) (Figure 3) at constant film thickness and (2) the film thickness is increased from 25 ML to 1000 ML at constant fluence (Figure 4).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Hydrazine yields increase monotonically as photon fluence is increased from \( 2 \times 10^{18} \) photons cm\(^{-2} \) to \( 3 \times 10^{19} \) photons cm\(^{-2} \) by holding photon energy constant and increasing irradiation time. The number of monolayers is held constant at 1000 ML.}
\end{figure}
Figure 4
Hydrazine yields increase monotonically as film thickness is increased from 25 to 1000 monolayers. Photon fluence is held constant at $3 \times 10^{19}$ photons cm$^{-2}$.

Future studies will involve the collection of additional quantitative data amenable to mechanistic interpretations. Such studies will also employ a bandpass filter to constrain photon energies further.

Conclusions
Results of our post-irradiation temperature-programmed desorption studies demonstrate that low-energy ($< 7.4$ eV) photon irradiation of condensed ammonia leads to dimerization and trimerization, the beginning of oligomerization. Although photochemistry is cited as a dominant mechanism for the synthesis of prebiotic molecules in interstellar ices, to the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the first experimental astrochemistry studies that has found unambiguous evidence for chemical synthesis induced by photons in the absence of ionization.
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